Progress and Flaming #$@$!@s

By Anna Von Reitz

First, a big thank you to all the people who have answered the call already and stood up to claim their State of the Union and let the rest of the world know that America still exists despite claims by the banks and politicos claiming otherwise. The majority of states are now covered and more information keeps coming in.

A big thank you, too, to those who have donated. All these years I have never asked for donations until now, but the sheer magnitude of the information gathering and other work ongoing is too much for me and our team to handle without help.

Over the past few days we have discovered that Merrill Lynch has been the kingpin in a vast scheme to defraud Americans of their land and private property. This crime syndicate has to be taken down and the trust assets it has purloined under conditions of deceit and non-disclosure must be returned to the rightful owners.

The banks and investment companies have made merry here and played their "war" games on our soil, but the hunters now become the hunted. From here on, The People stop talking and start walking. The politicians protecting these criminals are on notice and so is the FBI.

We have been paying you jokers to protect us from such crimes and we see what we get.

When little old ladies--- great-grandmothers----have to come out of retirement and do battle with international crime syndicates it's time to face the facts. The government is nothing but a governmental services corporation, and unfortunately, it's not even doing its job.

We aren't talking about a little lapse or a misunderstanding or a mistake. We are talking about whole hog down and dirty----government regulators in bed and copulating with the perpetrators of this whole mortgage foreclosure scam.

We are talking about the entire bank-owned court system being complicit and deliberately being run as a money laundering and human enslavement racket.
And we are talking about the entire "law enforcement" apparatus from the CIA and DIA and FBI on down doing nothing about it---standing around with their thumbs up their butts, whistling and turning their pretty heads the other way.

This entire country is ---provably--- being run by mostly foreign investment banks, con artists and grafters, and sadly, ladies and gentlemen, it's all because we Americans have been asleep at the wheel for over a century.

These unspeakable vermin have been claiming "war powers" and creating "emergencies" for over a hundred years to promote their fraud and pad their profits. They have been lying to us and using our sons and daughters as canon fodder in their wars for profit. They've been polluting the entire Earth for profit. They've been defrauding little babies in their cradles for profit.

It is past time for us to launch our own version of an 'emergency' and hold their feet to the fire. Beginning today, we must weld ourselves into one body and one mind. All those who are ready to cut the cake and expatriate back to the land of your birth, that is, your states of the union---do so. All those who have been "voluntarily" paying federal income taxes---- revoke your election--- now.

So who is eligible to revoke their election to pay federal income taxes? Anyone who isn't on welfare, isn't directly employed by the government, isn't seeking any political asylum, and isn't claiming any citizenship or volunteering to operate any of their franchises for them. African Americans who were never granted anything but "US citizenship" need to additionally claim their equal civil rights in order to revoke.

We need to cut off their funding and their tax rolls and cut them down to size. We need to kick their butts so hard they can feel the jolt all the way to their split-ends, every day and in every way from now on. And we need to invoke our court system--- the one supreme court of the people--- in every state of the union.

Those of you who already know how to do this, teach the others.

If you can spare me a few shekels go to PayPal.com and donate to avannavon@gmail. I guarantee I will put every penny to good use.

See this article and over 200 others on Anna's website here:www.annavonreitz.com

To support this work look for the PayPal button on this website.